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 as she lay in bed and says: “I loved listening to my favourite bollywood songs. I loved music and singing. I would also like to
pursue this as a career,” says M.S.D. “I also loved dancing,” she adds. Alka received her B.Sc. in Zoology from Delhi

University. She is also a singer and is said to have inspired many aspiring singers and dancers. Her debut as a singer happened
while she was working as a Software Engineer at Microsoft India. As a student, she won the National All India Music

Competition organized by Radio and Television Society of India. She was also recognized as the National Merit-Winning Singer
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at the Inter University Music Competition (IUMS) in Bangalore. After her success as a singer, she joined USP Vignan’s
National Institute of Music and Dance (NIMD), Delhi as a trainee under the guidance of Bharat Ratna Pandit Ashwini Bhide.
She received the prestigious Indian Television Academy Award for Best Actress in a Lead Role for her role as a dancer in the
popular television serial, Dream Girl. She has also won the prestigious TV Awards for Best Dancer. Bajaj said that Alka has

“proven her mettle as a talented singer and dancer” and that the company “looks forward to her success as she pursues her dream
of performing on stage with the best of the best.”PLDT to be reviewed by ARMM on first quarter, company claims MANILA,
Philippines – Phone giant PLDT has been accused of pursuing its “diplomatic moves” against the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas

(BSP), a sentiment shared by its new leader. PLDT president and CEO Manuel V. Pangilinan, however, insisted that the telco is
merely defending its interests. “There are no diplomatic moves here. We are merely seeking what we believe is the best solution
for the Philippines,” Pangilinan said in an interview with Bloomberg. The telecom mogul said the telco is now being reviewed
by the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) for its first-quarter financial results, which were much higher than
expected. “If ARMM doesn’t want to grant the licenses to the mobile companies, then we would have to take the matter before
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